INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

Epilepsy is described as the seizures occurring randomly and triggered by the intensive, unexplained, and coherent neuronal activities in the brain.\[[@ref1]\] About 60 million people worldwide are currently suffering from a known form of epilepsy. Epileptic seizures affect seriously the living conditions of these patients namely by exposing them to danger and social exclusion. Medication is usually employed to improve the living conditions of the patients by lowering the brain activity levels. However, around 30% of these patients should live with refractable epilepsy resistant to any drug.\[[@ref2]\] Surgical treatment is also suggested for a limited number of such cases, but bears high risks. Most patients would feel quite satisfied by receiving warnings on pending seizures, enabling them to prepare for the onset and the resulting unexpected harmful situation. Epileptic seizure prediction tries to fulfill this demand. For more than 50% of the epileptic cases, a certain cause cannot be identified,\[[@ref3]\] but anything damaging normal brain tissue can develop seizures. Young children are easily affected with epilepsy, by birth-related issues, inheritance, usual infections such as meningitis and sometimes by uncontrolled fevers. In grownups, the accidents may cause seizures by harming brain tissue. Heart attacks and traumas are main triggers of the seizures in old people.\[[@ref3]\]

Although the problem of epileptic seizure prediction has attracted the minds of many researchers over the years,\[[@ref4][@ref5][@ref6][@ref7][@ref8][@ref9][@ref10][@ref11][@ref12][@ref13][@ref14][@ref15]\] promising results of most groups have been challenged and questioned by other researchers.\[[@ref16][@ref17][@ref18][@ref19]\]

In the literature, linear/nonlinear features have been investigated in univariate (extracted from one channel), bivariate (extracted from two channels simultaneously), and multivariate (extracted from three or more channels) fashions. Most seizure prediction methods extract some features from a time moving window of electroencephalogram (EEG) signals and study their behavior during the preictal time compared with the other times. The linear univariate features of statistical moments,\[[@ref19]\] spectral power,\[[@ref20][@ref21][@ref22]\] Hjorth parameters of mobility and complexity,\[[@ref19]\] decorrelation time,\[[@ref19]\] wavelet coefficients\[[@ref23][@ref24]\] have been investigated in seizure prediction studies.

Machine learning (MA) algorithms using a set of features could improve the results compared to the studies based on only a single feature.\[[@ref6][@ref25][@ref26]\] In our previous work\[[@ref26]\] we employed a combination of 22 linear univariate features extracted from 6 recording channels and classified the resulting feature space using support vector machine (SVM). The results were somehow promising.

In order to treat the seizure prediction as a classification problem, four distinct states are defined for an epileptogenic brain: Interictal, preictal, ictal, and postictal. Preictal state is the period during which the brain is evolving toward a new seizure, and the one possessing high processing values for seizure prediction. By detecting the preictal state, the solution for seizure prediction problem will be easily accomplished. Thus, the seizure prediction can be considered as a two class preictal/nonpreictal problem. Preictal time length is the prerequisite parameter to prepare the initial two classes data pool. The proper choice of optimal preictal time is very essential for achieving good prediction results. Four preictal times of 10 min, 20 min, 30 min, and 40 min are used in this study to address this issue. The results, in terms of prediction sensitivity (SS) and false prediction rate (FPR), are compared with those achieved from the original univariate features to indicate the performance of the proposed bivariate approach. The proposed method also outperforms its equivalent analytical random predictor model.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#sec1-2}
=====================

Subjects {#sec2-1}
--------

Long-term continuous multichannel EEG recordings of 10 patients with partial refractory epilepsy were investigated and prepared to test the proposed methods. The patients' ages ranged from 15 to 57 years and were selected from European database on epilepsy.\[[@ref16][@ref27]\] The data were supplied by two epilepsy centers from France (Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital of Paris) and Portugal (University Hospitals of Coimbra), and included eight Scalp and two intracranial recordings. The scalp recordings were made using a 10--20 standard system. For more details refer to [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Information for the 10 studied patients

![](JMSS-5-1-g001)

Seizure Prediction {#sec2-2}
------------------

The proposed method is built upon five blocks: (1) a univariate feature extraction stage from 6 EEG channels using a nonoverlapping 5-s moving window, (2) a channel fusion block in order to prepare differential or relative features, (3) a feature preprocessing block to both normalize and smooth the extracted features (4) a SVM classifier to discriminate different classes of the incoming EEG signal, and (5) a regularization algorithm in order to make alarms and to reduce the number of false predictions. The block diagram of the seizure predictor is depicted in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

![Block diagram for employed support vector machine seizure predictor, from EEG acquisition to alarm generation](JMSS-5-1-g002){#F1}

Feature Extraction {#sec2-3}
------------------

The EEG data of 6 selected channels, three located on the focal area and three far from the focus, were first segmented to nonoverlapping 5 s windows, and then processed by an infinite impulse response forward-backward Butterworth 50 Hz notch filter to eliminate strong 50 Hz distortions caused by AC power supply. By considering a linear model for short-term brain activities, 22 features were extracted, encapsulating phase/frequency and amplitude information of the EEG signal, so-called linear features. In order to obtain differential and relative feature sets, all possible pairwise combinations of these 6 channels were utilized. Employed univariate features include time domain, frequency domain, and time/frequency domain features. Regarding theoretical limitations on segmentation windows size, 5-s is neither much long nor much short and has been employed in various research works successfully. Moreover, 5-s segmentation has been established as a basic part of EPILEPSIAE project. Similar lengths of segmentation windows sizes can also be frequently noticed in many seizure prediction reports.\[[@ref22][@ref26][@ref28]\]

### Spectral power features {#sec3-1}

Power spectral density (PSD) represents the distribution of strength of signal components across different frequencies. EEG signal processing specialists commonly divide the EEG spectrum into five frequency bands δ (≤4 Hz), θ (4--8 Hz), α (8--12 Hz), β (13--30 Hz), and γ (≥30 Hz), also being adopted here. During particular brain tasks, the EEG activities increase or decrease in some particular frequency bands. Mormann *et al*.\[[@ref19]\] found that the spectral power of Delta band decreases during the preictal period while the spectral power of other bands increase. Using Welch method,\[[@ref29]\] the PSD of EEG signal was first calculated, and then by summing up the frequency components inside the desired frequency bands, the spectral power of all sub-bands was calculated. The spectral power of sub-band features was normalized by the total spectral power, in order to generate a more robust measure to the variations in the patient\'s daily life, for revealing the preictal state.\[[@ref30]\] As normalized power features are less dependent on the total power, they can be considered better measures for comparison.

### Statistical moments {#sec3-2}

Statistical moments provide information about the amplitude distribution of time series. Four well-known statistical moments are "mean," "variance," "skewness," and "kurtosis." The location and span of the amplitude distribution of every series are related to the mean and variance of that series respectively, whereas the shape information is represented by skewness and kurtosis.\[[@ref17]\] The significant changes of these statistical moments during preictal state have been reported in several studies.\[[@ref7][@ref19]\] Reports by Mormann *et al*.\[[@ref19]\] revealed a decrease in variance coinciding with an increase in kurtosis, during the preictal period.

### Hjorth parameter {#sec3-3}

Activity, mobility, and complexity are 3 time domain parameters introduced by Hjorth\[[@ref31]\] to describe EEG signals quantitatively. Employing Hjorth parameters, Mormann *et al*.\[[@ref19]\] have discovered significant increases during preictal in mobility and complexity. Mobility is defined as the root mean square (RMS) of slopes of the EEG signal inside a moving window, divided by the RMS of amplitudes in the same window. It can provide an estimate of the mean frequency value. Complexity gives a measure of the RMS of the rate of slope changes with reference to an ideal possible curve and provides an estimate for signal\'s bandwidth.

### Long-term energy {#sec3-4}

The feature also known as accumulate energy has been used in seizure prediction studies. A possible theory for explaining the cause of temporal lobe epilepsy is that the seizures are developed by hours-long chains of events in the brain. This shall provide a justification for long-term monitoring of energy to predict epileptic seizures. Litt *et al*.\[[@ref32]\] has reported that the bursts of long-term energy increase approaching the seizure onsets. The feature is evaluated in three steps. First, the instantaneous energy of EEG samples is found by a simple squaring of the EEG sequence:

![](JMSS-5-1-g003.jpg)

a length-M averaging window is then applied on the resulting *E~i~ (n)* sequence:

![](JMSS-5-1-g004.jpg)

finally, the accumulated energy is obtained by averaging of the E~k~ sequence using another length-N moving window:
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where *AE~m~* is the *m*-th value of the accumulated energy. The whole process is analogous to the integration over the energy values of original EEG signal.\[[@ref32]\]

### Autoregressive error {#sec3-5}

Autoregressive model (AR) is a linear method used to predict the values of a linear time series at a given time, by employing weighted sum of a number of previous values plus noise. Apparently, the signal has to be stationary. However, for nonstationary signals like the EEG data, this technique can also be applied by taking very short periods of signal demonstrating quasi-stationary properties. Chisci *et al*.\[[@ref33]\] reported that AR-modeling of epileptogenic EEG data could locate the preictal changes. We estimated the 10^th^-order AR model of EEG time series using Burg\'s method.\[[@ref34]\] The mean square error (MSE) value between the output of the resulting AR model and the original EEG series is then used as one of the features for the prediction of seizure onsets.

### Decorrelation time {#sec3-6}

"Decorrelation time" is defined as the time at which the first zero-crossing of the autocorrelation function occurs.\[[@ref35]\] It is a useful measure of detecting stationarity in time series. Extracting decorrelation time from epileptogenic EEG signals, Mormann *et al*.\[[@ref19]\] could discriminate preictal and interictal periods from each other, by looking for a decrease in the measure.

### Spectral edge frequency/power {#sec3-7}

Spectral power of EEG signals is mainly confined to the frequencies below 40 Hz. This characteristic can be quantified by means of two parameters: Spectral edge frequency and spectral edge power. Spectral edge frequency is the frequency below which *x*% of the whole energy of the signal is contained. *x* value of 50 was considered here, describing the minimum frequency up to which 50% of the overall power of the 0--40 Hz band is contained. Spectral edge power is the power covered under the spectral edge frequency.\[[@ref36]\]

### Wavelet coefficients {#sec3-8}

Thanks to their multi-resolution nature, wavelet transforms play an important role in the field of processing, specifically for the nonstationary signals like EEG. Wavelet analysis decomposes the original signal into a sum of scaled and shifted versions of a specific signal known as a mother wavelet. Mother wavelet is a function specifically synthesized to bear particular mathematical properties. Bandarabadi *et al*.\[[@ref24]\] recently developed Seizure-specific wavelets for seizure prediction with promising results. However, designing patient-specific wavelets is a very time-consuming task, and beyond the objectives intended for this work. Direito *et al*.\[[@ref23]\] by studying 22 univariate features, and employing feature reduction techniques, emphasized the performance of wavelet coefficients in comparison to other features. The Daubechies-4 (db4) mother wavelet possesses good localization properties for EEG signals both in time and frequency domains.\[[@ref37]\] A five-level decomposition using db4 mother wavelet was applied on the segmented EEG signals and energy of the resulting wavelet coefficients were used as features.

Ratio and Differential Features {#sec2-4}
-------------------------------

Quantification of generalized and localized perspectives of the brain activities is very important for discovering the abnormalities in the state of the brain which may possess the possibility of leading to seizures in patients suffering from epilepsy. The univariate features can only quantify the state of a localized part of the brain where the corresponding electrode is situated to record the electrical signals. Contrarily, the comparison of the same feature from different channels, will quantify the inter-relationships between two or more regions, thus providing a generalized view toward brain activities.

Relative and differential approaches were applied here, to quantify the inter-relationship between different channels. The relative and differential features are obtained by dividing and subtracting the features of one channel to/from features of another channel, respectively. Considering 22 features in the feature vector F for each of six recording channels, relative and differential features can, therefore, be written as (4) and (5),
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where *f~k~* (i) stands for the *k*-th feature from the *i*-th channel.

Feature Preprocessing {#sec2-5}
---------------------

The MA methods such as classification or clustering have been widely used for the combination of features. These methods are generally sensitive to the range, and span of the features,\[[@ref38]\] and feature processing has, therefore, become a nonseparable part of MA methods. In an earlier study,\[[@ref26]\] it was shown that in the context of seizure prediction problem, a combination of smoothing by a moving average window and normalization by the maximum feature value could provide better results. Smoothing is obtained by feeding the features into a 1-min length averaging window which covers twelve 5-s epochs:
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where ā~*k*~ and stand for the smoothed and unsmoothed feature, respectively. The normalization is also achieved by dividing by maximum value of that feature:

![](JMSS-5-1-g008.jpg)

*x* representing the feature sequence being normalized and *x~norm~* indicating its normalized version. It should be noted that since the EEG patterns change slowly, for example 30 s, the choice of 1-min length preprocessing window (12 consecutive feature samples) should be reasonable enough to cover these low frequency trends as well.

Feature Labeling {#sec2-6}
----------------

As the proposed method relies on a supervised ML algorithm, all features are labeled and also divided into the training and test sets. Neurologists categorize the epileptogenic EEG recordings into four distinct classes: Interictal, preictal, ictal, and postictal, having different patterns \[[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\]. The interictal state is the interval beginning right after one postictal state of a seizure and ending before the preictal state of the next seizure. The preictal state precedes the seizure onset and can be something from several seconds up to several hours. Ictal is the time period in which seizure happens, which lasts from few seconds to 2-3 min, and is initially marked by experts. In fact, the seizure prediction algorithms are mainly focused on distinguishing the preictal period-which precedes the seizure-as much as possible from the three other states. Thus, the seizure prediction was considered here as a two-class problem: Distinguishing between preictal and nonpreictal states.

![Epileptic brain states; interictal, preictal, ictal, and postictal](JMSS-5-1-g009){#F2}

Since the selection of the training samples is very important in supervised learning methods, the preictal period should be selected carefully, so as to cover the information and patterns best reflecting the preictal activities. The optimal choice of preictal time is, therefore, an essential part of any seizure prediction algorithm. To tackle this issue, we have used four different preictal times of 10 min, 20 min, 30 min, and 40 min. The resulting performances achieved using these four preictal times indicate which preictal time best suits a specific patient.

After labeling all samples, they were partitioned into the training and test sets. The samples belonging to the first three seizures and their corresponding preictal and nonpreictal recordings were used for training, and the rest of data were used for test. The features were subsequently fed to the SVM classifier so as to discriminate the resulting sequence into predefined preictal/nonpreictal states.

Feature Reduction {#sec2-7}
-----------------

The extracted bivariate features produce a huge feature space with dimension of 330. Classifying such a high dimensional feature space would be quite challenging and can bear a high computational cost. Feature reduction is the act of selecting a subset of relevant features, which have more discriminative information for separating the classes. The well-known minimum redundancy maximum relevance (mRMR) feature selection method\[[@ref39]\] was applied on the labeled features in order to rank them. mRMR method uses the mutual information to find the relevance and redundancy of features and to rank the features based on these two parameters.\[[@ref39]\]

Classification {#sec2-8}
--------------

Support vector machine classifiers have shown good performance in classifying data in nonlinearly separable feature spaces such as in seizure prediction problem.\[[@ref21][@ref40]\] The patient-specific SVM classifier with Gaussian kernel is widely exercised in the literature as a powerful choice and is also used here:
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where *x* and *y* are feature vectors in the SVM input space, and σ is the scale parameter which controls the spread of the kernel. Gaussian-based SVM classification uses two tunable parameters of sigma and soft margin (C) that need to be optimized. To optimize these parameters, a grid search was used.

Regularization {#sec2-9}
--------------

A known issue with signal processing problems using hard classification is the lack of confidence usually existing about the proper choice of the threshold value and thus the validity of classification. This becomes even worst with SVM-based seizure prediction using sample feature lengths in the range of seconds, because of the highly changing fluctuations in the sequence of extracted feature samples from short windowed EEGs. In such cases, false alarms can be raised and lowered alternatively in a short period, and just by chance. Regularization methods can be used to improve the classification performance by monitoring several classification outputs in a raw. The regularization method employed here takes a sliding window having a size related to the preictal time value and then computes a measure called firing power.\[[@ref41][@ref42]\] The measure is defined as:

![](JMSS-5-1-g011.jpg)

*fp*\[*n*\] has a value between 0 and 1, τ is the number of samples inside a time-length equal to the preictal time, and *o*\[*k*\] is the output of the classifier being 1 and 0 for preictal and nonpreictal states, respectively. For example, suppose the features are extracted using epochs of length 5-s, and preictal time is selected as 10 min. Thus, a time length of 10 min involves 10 × 60/5 sample features, and the firing power at every instance is calculated using the past τ=120 samples. To generate an alarm, the firing power is compared with a threshold value such as 0.5 under two restrictions: (1) after the first positive threshold pass, an alarm is raised, but further alarm generation is blocked for τ epochs: Alarms should not be raised during an ongoing seizure warning. (2) As soon as the first restriction is eased, alarm generation remains blocked until the firing power returns back below the threshold value: Letting some time for the residual effects of the previous seizure in Eq. (9) to die out.

The final stage of alarms generation using firing power method is illustrated in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. As shown in this figure, by upward passing of regularization output (blue line) across the threshold value (0.5), while fulfilling two above-mentioned conditions, an alarm is generated. The preictal period is highlighted for reference, indicating that alarms outside this window will be considered as a false alarm.

![Generation of alarms using firing power method. Highlighted area indicates the preictal period, while blue and red lines represent the regularization output and the generated alarm, respectively. To obtain correct predictions, alarms should fall inside the preictal period of the pending seizure](JMSS-5-1-g012){#F3}

Statistical Validation {#sec2-10}
----------------------

The results obtained from the proposed method should simply exceed the prediction performance of a random predictor having no clue about the input EEG data. Here, we employ the analytical random predictor introduced by Schelter *et al*.\[[@ref43]\] According to their model, the probability of randomly predicting at least *n* out of *N* seizures by at least one of the d different combinations of channels can be formulated as:

![](JMSS-5-1-g013.jpg)

And the critical sensitivity of the analytical random predictor for a significance level of α is written as (11),

![](JMSS-5-1-g014.jpg)

In this regard, any sensitivity above *S~RP~* can be regarded as statistically significant.

RESULTS {#sec1-3}
=======

Prediction performance of the proposed methods was evaluated on the test recordings of 10 patients with partial epilepsy. The patient-specific SVM classifiers were trained using the training set. The performance of the methods was evaluated using sensitivity (SS) and false positive rate (FPR) of the raised alarms. SS is defined as the ratio of correctly predicted seizures on the actual number of seizures, and FPR is the number of false alarms generated per hour. [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} presents the results of SS% and FPR for 10 subjects obtained using all three approaches: Relative (bivariate), differential (bivariate), and the original univariate features. Furthermore, the results of the reduced feature space are presented in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Results of 10 subjects using all 22 linear features, as compared to the results from analytical random predictor (d=15, α=0.05)
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###### 

Results of 10 subjects using a reduced set of 22 linear features, as compared to the results from analytical random predictor (*d*=15, α=0.05)

![](JMSS-5-1-g016)

By considering a trade-off between SS and FPR values, the reduced feature space of differential features could provide the best results, with an SS of 60.9%, and an FPR of 0.11 h^−1^. Meanwhile, although the highest average SS = 63% was achieved from the ratio method with reduced feature set, but it provides twice the number of false alarms (FPR = 0.22 h^−1^) on average, with respect to the reduced/differential method. Overall, both reduced/ratio and reduced/differential methods outperform prediction results of other three methods, reminding us of the significance of using feature reduction methods.

Statistical Validation {#sec2-11}
----------------------

To verify the performance of the proposed predictor, upper critical SS values obtained from random predictor (RP) model for the significance level of α =0.05 are also presented in Tables [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. Upper SS values for RP model (SS_RP) were obtained using FPR values from the same tables and considering *d* = 15 (completely uncorrelated recording channels) corresponding to the 15 possible combinations of 2 out of 6 selected channels. As seen from both tables, most of the sensitivities and all of the average sensitivities produced by our method are higher than their respective upper critical SS values achievable from the analytical random predictor. However, as the EEG signals recorded from the neighboring electrodes may be correlated to some extent, the effective value *d*~eff~ of d might be even smaller than 15,\[[@ref43]\] thus providing a more concrete proof for the performance of the proposed method.

DISCUSSION {#sec1-4}
==========

In this study, we have tried to uncover the relationship between the features of different channels during both preictal and nonpreictal states. Two bivariate approaches employing relative and differential features are studied, and the results are compared with the original univariate features.

Relative and Differential Features {#sec2-12}
----------------------------------

The combination of 22 univariate features extracted from 6 channels in one feature space, and been classified using SVM, has shown significant improvements in contrast to the predictions using one single univariate features only. The dimension of the feature space achieved from univariate features was 132, whereas the proposed bivariate relative and differential features produced a feature space with a dimension of 330. The results of univariate features and two bivariate relative and bivariate differential approaches, presented in Tables [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, indicate that no significant improvement is achieved using bivariate approaches without feature reduction compared to the univariate features. The reason behind this could be the nature of SVM classifier, which implicitly considers the best possible linear combination of the features, and therefore, the proposed linear combination approaches could not help improve the results further. However, as seen from the same tables, applying feature reduction on both differential and relative approaches has improved the results. More specifically FPR values are decreased for all patients (except patients 2 and 7) using a differential method and by employing reduced features. In fact, nondiscriminative features increase the difficulty of finding the right support vectors by SVM classifier, hence increasing the chance of wrong classification and false prediction.

Discriminative Features {#sec2-13}
-----------------------

[Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"} presents the highest ranked five features resulting from mRMR feature selection method. In this Table, the value under each focal channel indicates the ratio of observed seizure initiations on that channel. For example, if a patient experiences 5 seizures, two of which originating in the neighborhood of channel F3, the corresponding value for F3 will be 0.4.

###### 

The five high ranked features for each of the 10 patients (differential and ratio)

![](JMSS-5-1-g017)

As seen from [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}, the channel combinations of top five selected features for the differential approach are 80% from focal-focal channels and 20% from focal-nonfocal channels, and none is non-focal-nonfocal. Furthermore, the channel combinations of top five selected features for ratio approach include 64% from focal-focal channels, 28% from focal-nonfocal channels, whereas only 8% are nonfocal-nonfocal. Based on these findings, it could be concluded that: (a) gradual preictal changes mostly correlate with focal signals, features of which being the most discriminative. (b) Nonfocal signals bear the least significant data for seizure prediction. (c) Focal-non-focal combinations possess valuable information for predicting seizures and should never be excluded from the beginning from possible channel combinations.

Also by further analyzing [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}, it is found that for the differential approach three features of spectral power of Alpha band (9 times), autoregressive error (7 times), and spectral power of Theta band (6 times) appear more than other features, demonstrating highest discrepancies for differential channel combinations. Regarding the ratio approach however, the three features of autoregressive error (11 times), Hjorth complexity (5 times), and long-term energy (5 times) appear more frequently, hence providing the highest discrepancies to the ratio combination scheme.

Channel Selection {#sec2-14}
-----------------

The features extracted from different channels were compared using the proposed methods in both relative and differential ways. The use of relative or differential features provides a measure of similarity between channels from different aspects (phase/frequency, amplitude). Selection of three channels on the focal area was carried out, bearing in mind that during preictal state the focal channels will grow more similar patterns, hence differential and relative features will approach towards zero and one, respectively. The other three channels were selected far from the focal area mainly to provide us with information about the general state of the brain, and will perhaps also record epileptogenic changes during the preictal state. The nonfocal channels can also act as references for focal channels, when using bivariate features.

Higher number of recording channels is avoided. Extra channels are not desirable as they will become both harder to be mounted and fixed on the skull, more energy demanding, and more uncomfortable in future transportable warning devices. Consequently, to keep the complexity to the lowest possible, while profiting from maximum spatial information, the number of six channels is considered reasonable.

Comparison with Our Previous Study {#sec2-15}
----------------------------------

The results presented in our previous study\[[@ref26]\] were achieved for the best preprocessing combination for each patient, whereas here, we have used an identical (non-best-for-all) preprocessing combination for all patients. For a reasonable comparison of the results, we have selected only those results obtained in previous work using the same combination of preprocessing methods employed in the current study.

Compared with our previous work, the method could provide slightly better results using a reduced set of features, which can hugely decrease the complexity of prediction algorithm. The basic goal for this study has been to obtain a less-complex algorithm making it suitable for portable devices necessitating low-power consumption criteria, meanwhile to improve the performance. As a result, a reduced set of bivariate features (30 features) compared to the 132 univariate features in our previous work, have been able to better the FPR from 4.32 false alarms per day to 2.64 false alarms per day, without losing the same level of SS.

CONCLUSIONS {#sec1-5}
===========

Applying ML method on the relative and differential features could predict the epileptic seizures with slightly high SS and considerable higher specificity (lower FPR). The performance of the bivariate features was approved by comparing their results with those obtained from original univariate features. Since the number of bivariate features is very high, mRMR feature selection method was applied on the features to reduce the computational cost of the algorithm. The reduced feature space could provide better results in comparison to the original high dimensional feature space.

Future work can use the nonlinear features in conjunction with linear ones, or separately. This can check for the superiority of nonlinear over linear features as argued in some literature.
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